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Headlines
 20,966 flights (78% of 2019 levels) on Wed 10 November 2021, decreasing over 2 weeks (-7%).
 Over the first 10 days of November, traffic is stable at 79% of 2019 levels.
 Yesterday, Ryanair was the busiest Aircraft Operator with 1,818 flights (up 19% Vs 2019), followed by
Turkish Airlines (968), Lufthansa (928), Air France (836) and KLM (576).
 Domestic traffic vs 2019: Europe (-21%), USA (-13%), China (-51%, a sharp decrease), Middle-East (-18%).
 Flights to/from Europe (intercontinental flows) are improving and at -28% Vs 2019 on 10 November.
 Fuel prices slightly decreased over 2 weeks at 226 cents/gallon barrier.
 Business Aviation (+28%), Charter (+36%) and All-cargo (+10%) are above 2019 levels. Traditional is at
-31% vs 2019 and Low-cost is at -23%.

Traffic Situation
Daily flights (including overflights)
Traffic over the last 7 days is

20%

Compared to
equivalent days
in 2019
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Top 10 Busiest Airports

7-day average Dep/Arr flights on 4–10 Nov. 2021, compared to 2019

Economics

Traffic Flow

(5 November 2021)

On 10 November, the intra-European traffic flow
was

16,414
flights

-8% -21%
over past
2 weeks

Compared
to 2019

Fuel price
Fuel price

226

Cents/gallon
vs. 2019compared to

231 cents/gallon on 22 Oct 2021
Source: IATA/Platts
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Overall traffic situation at network level

20,966 flights on Wednesday
10 November.

-7% with -1492 flight over 2
weeks (from Wednesday 27
October).

-1% with -194 flights over 1
week (from Wednesday 3
November).

78% of 2019 traffic levels.
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Current traffic evolution

The traffic at network level
has reached its maximum
on Friday 27 August 2021
with 26,773 flights (-27.7%
vs 2019).
Since early September, it
has slowly decreased
With the winter schedule,
it has stabilized around
79% of 2019 levels.
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Current situation compared to the latest EUROCONTROL traffic
scenarios

For the first 10 days of
November 2021, network
traffic was at 79%
compared to same period in
2019.
Network traffic is between
the base and high scenarios
of the EUROCONTROL traffic
scenarios published on 15
October 2021.
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Market Segments
On 10 November 2021, compared
to 2019:
Three segments are above 2019
levels: All-cargo (+10%), Business
Aviation (+28%) and Charter
(+36%) which has significantly
since early October.

After having stabilized since early
August, Traditional and Low-Cost
have increased with the winter
schedules reaching -31% vs 2019
for traditional and -23% for lowcost.
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Aircraft operators (Daily flights)
Top 10
Within the top 10, highest decreases
over 2 weeks for:
Ryanair (-364 flights; -17%) mainly
due to flows Spain-UK, GermanySpain, Greece-Italy and Spain-Spain.
easyJet (-235 flights; -30%) mainly
due to flows Greece-UK, PortugalUK, Spain-UK and UK-UK.
Turkish Airlines (-181 flights; -16%)
mainly due to flows Turkey-Turkey,
Germany-Turkey and UK-Turkey.
Highest increases for:
Ryanair is by far the busiest Aircraft Operator with 1,818 flights, followed by
Turkish Airlines (968), Lufthansa (928), Air France (836) and KLM (576).
Over 2 weeks, KLM, SAS, BA and Wideroe increased their ranking while easyJet and
Wizz Air decreased.

Lufthansa (+94 flights; +11%)
mainly due to domestic flows in
Germany and flows between
Germany and France, Switzerland,
UK and Austria.
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Aircraft operators (Daily flights)
Top 40 – Latest operations

Highest increases in flights for Lufthansa (+11% over 2 weeks).
Highest decreases for Ryanair (-17%), easyJet (-30%), Turkish Airlines (-16%) and
Wizz Air (-18%).
Traffic levels ranging from -62% (EL AL) to +19% (Ryanair) vs 2019.
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Aircraft operators
Latest news
European airlines
Air France resumes a daily service to Johannesburg and a 3x weekly service
to Cape Town; plans 122 weekly frequencies to the US this winter.
Air France-KLM reports for Q3 an operating profit of €132 million but a net
loss of €1.67 billion.
Eurowings to station five A320s at its new base in Stockholm from March
2022.
IAG reports an operating loss of the first 9 months of 2021 of €2.5 billion
(before exceptional items), expects full year loss of approx. €3 billion; over
the 9 months, employee costs decreased €519 million, year-on-year.
KLM reports it is unable to deploy unvaccinated crew to destinations in
Romania, Trinidad & Tobago, Uganda, Thailand, Singapore and, from 29/11,
Canada.
Lufthansa Group reported that its adjusted EBIT (excluding €255 million
restructuring costs) for Q3 was €272 million and that it has already
implemented measures that will reduce costs of around €2.5 billion annually,
more than 70% of the reduction of €3.5 billion planned by 2024; plans to
purchase $250 million of SAF over the next three years; Lufthansa AG raises
€1.5 billion in its 3rd corporate bond sale this year.
Norwegian records a net profit of NOK 169 million (€16 million) for Q3, with
2.5 million passengers; total fleet at the end of the quarter was 51 aircraft.

Ryanair Group reports, for the six months to end September, an operating loss of
€50.5 million and a net loss of €47.6 million; in October it had 11.3 million
passengers (14% fewer than in Oct 2019) at a load factor of 84%; plans to grow
from pre-pandemic level of 149 million passengers/year to 225 million by its 2026
financial year.
TUI Group completes its second rights offering of 2021, with gross proceeds of
€1.1 billion.
Turkish Airlines increases salaries by 25% for pilots and by 20% for other staff.
Widerøe launches subsidiary to pursue the use of zero emission aircraft by 2026.
Wizz Air reports 3 million passengers in October, 20% below 2019 with a load
factor of 79.5%; plans to expend its feet (relative to 2021) by 26 aircraft for
summer 2022.

Worldwide airlines
Air Canada puts 800 unvaccinated employees on unpaid leave.
Air China to operate 21 international services this winter, most on a weekly basis.
American Airlines, from 29/10 to 1/11 are reported as having cancelled approx.
2,300 flights due to staff shortages and weather conditions.
Hainan Airlines reports $1.1 billion operating loss for the first nine months of
2021.
Qantas resumes international services after nearly 600 days.
Thai Airways to sell 42 aircraft, return 16 on lease, leaving 58 aircraft in total;
workforce to be reduced from 21,300 to 14,500 by the end of the year.
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States (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)
Top 10
Rank
evolution
over 2
State
weeks

Within the top 10, highest decreases over two
weeks for:

Top 10 States on Wed 10-11-2021
Flights (Dep/Arr)

D over 2
weeks

% over 2
weeks

% vs 2019



Germany

3818



-261

-6%



-28%



France

3114



-14

-0%



-18%



United Kingdom

3097



-352

-10%



-34%



Spain

2815



-519

-16%



-15%



Italy

2266



-207

-8%



-21%



Turkey

1914



-588

-24%



-13%



Norway

1344



+48

+4%



-17%



Netherlands

1187



-66

-5%



-21%



Poland

862



+62

+8%



-18%



Belgium

821



-30

-4%



-11%

Germany is the State with the highest number of dep/arr flights (3,818)
followed by France (3,114), UK (3,097), Spain (2,815) and Italy (2,266).

Over 2 weeks, France, Italy and Poland increased their ranking while UK,
Spain and Turkey decreased.

Turkey (-588 flights; -24%) mainly due to
Turkish Airlines, Pegasus and SunExpress.
Domestic flows and flows with Germany
and Russia.
Spain (-519 flights; -16%) mainly due to
Ryanair and Vueling. Domestic flows and
flows with UK and Germany.
UK (-352 flights; -10%) mainly due to
easyJet, Ryanair, Jet2.com, TUI and BA.
Flows with Spain and Greece.
Germany (-261 flights; -6%) mainly due to
Eurowings, Ryanair, SunExpress and easyJet.
Flows with Spain, Turkey, Greece and Italy.
Highest increases for
Poland (+62 flights; +8%) mainly due
military flights, Wizz Air and LOT. Domestic
flows and flows with Germany.
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States (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)
Top 10 over the last rolling week
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States (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)
Latest traffic situation

Highest (slight) increases in flights for Poland (+8% over 2 weeks) and Israel (+25%)
Highest decreases for Turkey (-24%), Spain (-16%), Greece (-40%), UK (-10%),
Germany (-6%) and Italy (-8%).

Traffic levels ranging from -41% (North Macedonia) to +7% (Greece), compared to
2019.
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Associations, Authorities, Industry and States
Aena reports that airlines have scheduled 108.8 million seats across its network of airports this winter, up 4.2%
on winter 2019 (domestic +9%, international +1%).
US FAA refers over 36 unruly passengers to the FBI for potential prosecution.
Airbus reports a net profit of €2.6 billion for the first 9 months of 2021 compared to a loss of €2.7 billion for the
same period in 2020; plans to raise A330 production to ‘almost’ 3/month by the end of 2022 and A220
production to around 6/month; delivers 36 commercial aircraft in October, including 30 A320 neos.
Boeing reports it delivered 85 aircraft in Q3, including 62 737MAX (inventory of 737 MAX was ~370 at end of
the quarter, down from 425 at the start of the year); plans to move to producing 31 737s per month in early
2022; low production rates and rework of 787s expected to result in $1 billion abnormal costs.
Turkey reports tourist arrivals in September were 3.5 million, 35% fewer than in 2019.
UK reduces air passenger duty for short haul and increases it for long haul.
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En-route ATFM delays
En-route ATFM delays
reached a maximum early
August. Since then they
have decreased but
September has seen some
weather delays.
Major contributors over
the last 7 days: France
(51% of all en-route ATFM
delays), Spain (22%),
Germany (16%), Portugal
(5%) and Netherlands
(3%).
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Traffic flows (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)
The main traffic flow is the intra-Europe flow with 16,414 flights on
Wednesday 10 November, which is decreasing (-8%) over 2 weeks.
Intra-Europe flights are at -21% compared to 2019 while intercontinental
flows are at -28%.
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Country pairs (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)
Top 10
Rank
evolution
over 2
Country-Pair
weeks

Top 10 Country-Pair on Wed 10-11-2021
Dep/Arr Flights

∆ over 2
week

% over 2
week

% vs 2019



France <-> France

982



-9

-1%



-22%



Norway <-> Norway

955



+10

+1%



-4%



Spain <-> Spain

904



-127

-12%



-18%



Germany <-> Germany

771



+42

+6%



-31%



United Kingdom <-> United Kingdom753



-21

-3%



-28%



Turkey <-> Turkey

719



-148

-17%



-16%



Italy <-> Italy

698



-19

-3%



-9%



Sweden <-> Sweden

314



+36

+13%



-28%



Germany <-> Spain

300



-125

-29%



-10%



Spain <-> United Kingdom

288



-160

-36%



-19%

8 of the top 10 flows are domestic.
France-France is the Country-Pair with the highest number of dep/arr flights
(982) followed by Norway-Norway (955), Spain-Spain (904), GermanyGermany (771), UK-UK (753), Turkey-Turkey (719) and Italy-Italy (698).
Over 2 weeks, domestic flows in France, Norway, Germany and Sweden
increased their ranking while domestic flows in Spain and Turkey decreased.

Within the top 10, highest decreases over 2
weeks for:
Spain-UK (-160 flights; -36%) owing to
Ryanair, BA and Jet2.com. Mainly from/to
Palma, Alicante, Stansted, Malaga,
Manchester, Heathrow and Ibiza
Turkey-Turkey (-148 flights; -17%) owing
to Turkish Airlines and Pegasus. Mainly
from/to Istanbul/Sabiha and IGA Istanbul
Spain-Spain (-127 flights; -12%) owing to
Vueling and Ryanair. Mainly from/to
Barcelona, Palma and Malaga.
Germany-Spain (-125 flights; -29%)
owing to Ryanair and Eurowings. Mainly
from/to Palma.
Highest increases for
Germany-Germany (+42 flights; +6%)
mainly due Lufthansa and German
Wings. Mainly from/to Frankfurt and
Bremen
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Country pairs (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)
Latest traffic situation

Highest (slight) increases in flights for Germany (+6% over 2 weeks).
Highest decreases for Spain-UK (-36%), Turkey-Turkey (-17%), Spain-Spain (-12%),
Germany-Spain (-29%) , Germany-Turkey (-42%) and Russia-Turkey (-14%).
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Outside Europe
USA
On 8 November, US passenger airline
departures were 14% below 2019 levels
with domestic down 13% and
international down 28%.
The domestic US load factor was 77.7%.
Since mid-August, it has fallen below
pre-pandemic levels.
In most recent week, average airfares on
tickets sold were 13% below prepandemic levels.

From 8 November, vaccinated, pre-flight
tested Europeans were able to travel to
the US.
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Outside Europe
Middle East

China

Intra-Middle-East traffic recorded 2,279 daily flights on 9
November 2021 (-18% compared to Feb 2020).

Domestic traffic in China was severely impacted by flight
restrictions to contain the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak; flights
were down -51% (5,828 flights) on 8 November (vs. 1 Jan 2020).

International traffic from and to Middle-East recorded 2,160
flights (-29% compared to Feb 2020).
Overflights recorded 383 flights (-10% compared to Feb 2020)
over the recent weeks.

International traffic from and to China recorded 1,265 flights
(-69%) compared to 1 Jan 2020.
Overflights went down to 509 flights (-68%) compared to 1 Jan
2020.
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Airports (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)
Top 10 and latest news
Rank
evolution
over 2
weeks

Within the top 10, highest decreases over two
weeks for:

Top 10 Airports on Wed 10-11-2021
Airport

Dep/Arr Flights

D over 2
weeks

% over 2
weeks

% vs 2019



Amsterdam

948



-46

-5%



-26%



Paris/Charles-De-Gaulle

945



+113

+14%



-27%



Frankfurt

927



+59

+7%



-31%



IGA Istanbul Airport

872



-110

-11%



-24%



Madrid/Barajas

819



+58

+8%



-25%



London/Heathrow

747



-21

-3%



-42%



Munich

633



+11

+2%



-44%



Oslo/Gardermoen

574



+23

+4%



-24%



Barcelona

558



-25

-4%



-26%



Istanbul/Sabiha Gokcen

508



-64

-11%



-12%

Amsterdam is the airport with the highest number of dep/arr flights
(948) followed by Paris/CDG (945), Frankfurt (927), IGA Istanbul (872),
Madrid/Barajas (819) and London/Heathrow (747).

IGA Istanbul (-110 flights; -11%) mainly due
to Turkish Airlines and domestic flows in
Turkey.
Istanbul/Sabiha (-64 flights; -11%) mainly
due to Turkish Airlines and Pegasus and
domestic flows in Turkey.
Amsterdam (-46 flights; -5%) mainly due to
KLM and many traffic flows.
Highest increases for:
Paris/CDG (+113 flights; +14%) mainly due
to Air France and easyJet and many flows,
in particular flows with the US (+4 flights).

Over 2 weeks, Paris/CDG, Madrid and Oslo increased their ranking while
IGA Istanbul and London/Heathrow decreased.
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Airports (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)
Latest operations

Highest increases in flights for Paris/CDG (+14%).

Highest decrease for Antalya (-53%), Palma (-52%), IGA Istanbul (-11%), Malaga (-27%)
and Athens (-16%).
Traffic levels ranging from -65% (Gatwick) to +10% (Palma), compared to 2019.
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Airports
Latest news
Amsterdam Schiphol Airport announces airport charges increases of 9% in 2022 and 12% in each of 2023 and 2024;
introducing incentives of €500/€1000 for each tonne of biofuel/synthetic fuel used.
Athens Airport reports 1.6 million passengers in October, 29.6% fewer than in 2019 (domestic -20.5%, international
-33.4%).
Budapest Airport announces goal of net zero by 2035.
Geneva Airport to inaugurate East Wing in December, with a capacity of 2800 departing passengers per hour.
Milan Linate Airport achieves Level 4+ Airport Carbon Accreditation from ACI Europe, the highest level possible.
Munich Airport reports 2.1 million passengers in October, 53.1% fewer than in 2019 (domestic -56.2%, international
-52.3%).
Vienna Airport CEO says that the airport’s schedule this winter will reach 90% of pre-pandemic levels.
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Vaccination updates

By 9 November, 30 Member States of
EUROCONTROL have reported that more than 50
people (per 100 people) were fully vaccinated
(i.e. have received 2 doses of the main vaccines).
Portugal, Malta and Spain have fully vaccinated
at least 80 people (per 100 people).
*

Two Member States of EUROCONTROL have fully
vaccinated less than 20 people (per 100 people).
The graph is showing data for the 41 Member and 2 Comprehensive
Agreement States of EUROCONTROL.

*This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/99 and the ICJ opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.
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Economics
GDP (Oxford Economics): European Union shows a slight
downward revision for Q4 2021 (from +1.3% in April 2021 to
+0.7% in November 2021 in the base scenario). Quarterly rates
are expected to level off at around 0.8% in 2022.
At an annual level, 2021 is likely to record 5.1% growth
(upwards revision) in the base scenario, then 4.2% in 2022.

Jet fuel prices which averaged 105 cts/gal in 2020 have been
increasing since then and stabilised at 226 cts/gal over the
recent weeks.
Since May, jet fuel prices have been gradually rising, with a
sharp increase over the beginning of September 2021,
threatening airlines' recovery from the pandemic.
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To further assist you in your analysis, EUROCONTROL provides the following additional
information on a daily basis (daily updates at 7:00 CET for the first item and 12:00 CET for the
second) and every Friday for the last item:
1. EUROCONTROL Daily Traffic Variation dashboard:
www.eurocontrol.int/Economics/DailyTrafficVariation (or via the COVID-19 button on the
top of our homepage www.eurocontrol.int)
• This dashboard provides traffic for Day+1 for all European States; for the largest airports;
for each Area Control Centre (ACC) and for the largest airline operators.
2. COVID Related-NOTAMS with Network Impact (i.e. summary of airspace restrictions):
https://www.public.nm.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/index.html
• The Network Operations Portal (NOP) under “Latest News” is updated daily with a
summary table of the most significant COVID-19 NOTAMs applicable at 12.00 UTC.
3. NOP Recovery Plan.
https://www.public.nm.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/index.html
• This report, updated every Friday, is a special version of the Network operation Plan
supporting aviation response to the COVID-19 Crisis. It is developed in cooperation with
the operational stakeholders ensuring a rolling outlook.

For more information please contact aviation.intelligence@eurocontrol.int
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